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Abstract
In this paper we find a family of knots with trivial Alexander poly-
nomial, and construct two non-isotopic Seifert surfaces for each mem-
ber in our family. In order to distinguish the surfaces we study the
sutured Floer homology invariants of the sutured manifolds obtained
by cutting the knot complements along the Seifert surfaces. Our ex-
amples provide the first use of sutured Floer homology, and not merely
its Euler characteristic(a classical torsion), to distinguish Seifert sur-
faces. Our technique uses a version of Floer homology, called ”longit-
ude Floer homology” in a way that enables us to bypass the compu-
tations related to the SFH of the complement of a Seifert surface.
1 Introduction
It is known that every knot in S3 bounds a Seifert surface. Seifert surfaces
play an important role in knot theory and low dimensional topology in gen-
eral. The minimum genus taken over all oriented surfaces that a knot K
bounds is called the genus of K. It is natural to wonder whether or not a
given minimal genus Seifert surface for a knot is unique. To make sense of this
question, we should be clear on the notion of equivalence between surfaces.
We consider two surfaces R and R
1
to be equivalent if there is an isotopy of
S3 taking R to R
1
. Fiberedness of a knot is known as a sufficient condition for
which its minimal genus Seifert surface is unique(see [BZ67]). However, there
are many known examples of knots with non-isotopic Seifert surfaces. See for
instance [Alf70, Alt11, Eis77, HJS08, Kak92, Kak05, Kob89, Lyo74, Tro75].
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Figure 1: The above pictures are over/under plumbings of two twisted annuli,
R and R
1
respectively, both are bounded by the same knot, P pK1, K2q, where
K1 is the right handed trefoil and K2 is the left handed trefoil. These lead
to two distinguished Seifert surfaces R and R
1
, up to weak equivalence, for
the knot P pK1, K2q. The simple closed curves, c1, c2, d1 and d2 are basis
elements for H1 of the complement of these surfaces inside S
3.
Many classical tools in distinguishing surfaces deal with the surfaces’
complements in S3. These tools include, for instance, Seifert forms and the
fundamental group of the surfaces’ complements. They are quite powerful,
but, they can potentially lead to tedious algebraic computations. There are
also examples beyond the scope of classical tools.
In this paper we find knots with trivial Alexander polynomial and two
distinguished Seifert surfaces for each. The idea is that we plumb two un-
twisted annuli. Then we tie arbitrary nontrivial knots, K1 and K2 in each
of the annuli. We produce some twists in each annulus in such a way that
the framings are l and 0, respectively, where l is an arbitrary non-zero in-
teger. We will see in section 3 that R and its dual, R
1
, both are bounded by
the same knot P pK1, K2q. Figure 1 shows an example. Our main theorem
shows that the two surfaces are inequivalent, provided that one of the twist-
ing parameters is zero and the other is non-zero. The above strategy works
regardless of the knots one ties to these annuli, i.e., if you tie arbitrary knots
to the annuli, the two different plumbings result in the same knot.
We are now in a position to state the main theorem.
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Theorem 1. Let P pK1, K2q be the knot obtained by plumbing two annuli with
arbitrary knots K1 and K2 as in Figure 1, with framings l and 0, respectively,
l ‰ 0. Changing the plumbing results in the same knot, but two inequivalent
Seifert surfaces, R and R
1
.
Our technique begins by noting that the surfaces’ complements have a
particular structure called a sutured manifold(see [Gab83a]). Assigned to su-
tured manifolds there is an invariant called sutured Floer homology(denoted
by SFH) introduced by Juha´sz in [Juh06]. One cannot possibly use only the
rank of SFH of minimal genus Seifert surfaces’ complements to distinguish
them, since the rank in this case depends only on the knot(see [Juh08, The-
orem 1.5]). Therefore, we would need to know the structure of SFH as a
Spinc-graded group if we ever were able to use it to know two surfaces are not
equivalent. Combining the sutured Floer homology of pS3pRq, γq with the
Seifert form turns out to be a useful tool in distinguishing different Seifert
surfaces(see [HJS08]). Altman in [Alt11] gives an example of using only the
sutured Floer homology polytope to distinguish two Seifert surfaces for a
knot(for related definitions see Section 2).
The reason we are interested in the particular knots here is twofold. First,
the classical methods fail in distinguishing the two Seifert surfaces. Second,
the polytopes of the surfaces’ complements are the same. Our theorem pro-
duces the first examples where the (SFH)+(Seifert form) technique is suc-
cessful, but χpSFHq alone wouldn’t have sufficed. Indeed, anytime the twist-
ing of one of the annuli is zero, we have χ “ 0. We refer the reader to [Juh10]
for a detailed discussion about the identification of the Euler characteristic
of the sutured Floer homology with a type of Turaev torsion polynomial.
We close this section by mentioning that there are other notions of equi-
valence one could consider. The one we work with throughout the paper(so
called weak equivalence) is the same as regarding two surfaces R and R
1
to
be equivalent if there is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism between
the pairs pS3, Rq and pS3, R
1
q(see [Hat83]). There is also a more restrictive
notion called strong equivalence, that considers two Seifert surfaces for a knot
K as equivalent if they are ambient isotopic to each other in S3znpKq, where
npKq is a neighborhood of the knot K inside S3. While it was known that
the Seifert surfaces we construct via over/under plumbings for the knots in
our examples produce two distinguished Seifert surfaces for the knots up to
strong equivalence(see [Gab86, Corollary 3.2]), what we show in the paper
is stronger, that is, the two Seifert surfaces are not weakly equivalent. From
now on, we will not make any further references to strong equivalence.
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2 Background
Sutured manifolds were introduced by Gabai in [Gab83a]. Sutured Floer ho-
mology is a generalization of Ozsva´th-Szabo´ Floer homology to an invariant
of sutured manifolds, and is defined in [Juh06].
In this section we begin by briefly recalling some basic notions about
sutured manifolds. We then discuss the structure of SFH as a group and
how it behaves under decomposing a sutured manifold along an embedded
surface. A key to understand it is a generalization of the Thurston norm
to an invariant of relative homology classes in a sutured manifold called the
Sutured-Thurston norm. We end this section by recalling a fact about the
behavior of SFH under a Murasugi sum of two surfaces.
2.1 Sutured manifolds
The following with more details is contained in [Juh06].
Definition 2.1. A sutured manifold pM, γq is a compact oriented 3-manifold
with boundary, together with a set γ Ă BM consisting of annuli Apγq and tori
T pγq. Furthermore, the interior of each component of Apγq contains a su-
ture, i.e., a homologically non-trivial simple closed curve. The union of the
sutures is denoted by spγq.
We then take Rpγq “ BMzintpγq. Define R`pγq (R´pγq) to be those com-
ponents of Rpγq whose normal vector points out of(into) M . The orientation
of Rpγq must be coherent with respect to spγq, i.e., if δ is a component of
BRpγq and is given the boundary orientation, then δ must represent the same
homology class in H1pγq as some suture. pM, γq is called balanced if M has
no closed components, χpR´pγqq “ χpR`pγqq, and the map from π0pApγqq
to π0pBMq is surjective.
Let S3pRiq “ S
3zintpRiˆIq denote the complement of our Seifert surface.
We equip this with a suture γ “ BRi ˆ t1{2u.
4
Definition 2.2. A sutured manifold pM, γq is called taut if M is irreducible
and Rpγq is incompressible and Thurston norm minimizing in its homology
class in H2pM, γq.
In general, for a Seifert surface R of a knot K it follows that S3pRq is
taut if and only if gpRq “ gpKq. In particular, both S3pRq and S3pR
1
q in our
examples are taut sutured manifolds.
2.2 Sutured Floer homology polytope and decomposi-
tion of a sutured manifold along an embedded sur-
face
In this subsection we consider the SFH of a sutured manifold as a Spinc-
graded group. We recall the definition of the sutured Floer homology poly-
tope and then describe how the shape of the polytope changes when one
decomposes a sutured manifold along an embedded surface. Throughout, we
use the notation of [Juh10]. We do not define all the terms here and refer the
reader to [Juh06], [Juh08] and [Juh10] for related definitions and also more
details.
Let pM, γq be a balanced sutured manifold. Let also v0 be a nowhere
vanishing vector field pointing into M along R`pγq, pointing out of M along
R´pγq which restricts to γ to be the gradient of a height function spγqˆI Ñ I.
The space of such vector fields is contractible. Thus, it makes sense to fix a
representative, v0.
To a sutured manifold pM, γq, one can assign a Heegaard diagram pΣ,α,βq
where Σ is a compact oriented surface with boundary and α “ tα1, α2, ..., αdu
and β “ tβ1, β2, ..., βdu are two sets of pairwise disjoint simple closed curves
in intpΣq. Take Tα “ α1ˆα2ˆ ...ˆαd and Tβ “ β1ˆβ2ˆ ...ˆβd as subsets
of the symplectic manifold SymgpΣq(see [Juh06] for details). To every point
x P TαXTβ , one can associate a relative Spin
c structure, spxq P SpincpM, γq
as follows:
First pick a Morse function which determines the Heegaard diagram whose
gradient vector field agrees with v0 along BM . Next, modify the vector
field in a neighborhood of the flowlines specified by x. This produces a
non-vanishing vector field v that agrees with v0 on BM . The homology
class of v specifies a relative Spinc structure which we denote by spxq. It
turns out that SpincpM, γq is an affine space over H2pM, BM ;Zq. Therefore,
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it makes sense to talk about the difference of two relative Spinc structure,
spxq ´ spyq P H2pM, BM ;Zq. We denote PD´1rspxq ´ spyqs by ǫpx, yq which
is an element of H1pM ;Zq.
Definition 2.3. Let pM, γq be a balanced sutured manifold. The support of
sutured Floer homology of pM, γq is
SpM, γq “ ts P SpincpM, γq : SFHpM, γ, sq ‰ 0u.
SFHpM, γq is a finitely generated abelian group(see [Juh06]), thus, SpM, γq
is finite. Moreover, if pM, γq is taut then SpM, γq ‰ H by [Juh08, Theorem
1.4].
It turns out that vK
0
is a trivial vector bundle over BM , provided that
pM, γq is balanced in each component. Let us denote the set of all trivializ-
ations of vK
0
by T pM, γq. For t P T pM, γq, let c1ps, tq P H
2pM, BM ;Zq be the
relative Euler class of the vector bundle vK with respect to the trivialization
t, where v is a nowhere zero vector field along M which agrees with v0 on
BM . In other words, c1ps, tq is the obstruction to extending t from BM to a
trivialization of vK over M .
Definition 2.4. Fix t P T pM, γq. Define
CpM, γ, tq “ tipc1ps, tqq : s P SpM, γqu Ă H
2pM, BM ;Rq,
where i : H2pM, BM ;Zq Ñ H2pM, BM ;Rq is the map induced by the natural
embedding Z ãÑ R.
Let P pM, γ, tq be the polytope obtained as the convex hull of CpM, γ, tq
inside H2pM, γ;Rq. Thus if pM, γq is taut and α P H2pM, BMq, then,
cpα, tq “ mintxc, αy : c P CpM, γ, tqu,
is a well-defined number.
Definition 2.5. For α P H2pM, BMq, let
Hα “ tx P H
2pM, BM ;Rq : xx, αy “ cpα, tqu.
In addition, we take
Pα “ Hα X P pM, γ, tq,
6
and we also use the notation,
SFHαpM, γq “
à
tsPSpincpM,γq:ipc1ps,tqqPPαpM,γ,tqu
SFHpM, γ, sq.
It turns out that this is independent of t.
The following useful fact is contained in [Juh10, Proposition 4.13].
Proposition 2.6. Let the sutured manifold pM, γq be taut and strongly bal-
anced. Fix an element α P H2pM, BMq. Then PαpM, γ, tq is a face of the
polytope P pM, γ, tq. If S is a nice decomposing surface that results in a taut
decomposition pM, γq S ///o/o/o/o/o pM
1
, γ
1
q and rSs “ α, then,
SFHpM
1
, γ
1
q – SFHαpM, γq.
2.3 Sutured-Thurston norm and depth of a sutured
manifold
We now recall the definitions of different norms assigned to a sutured mani-
fold and discuss how they are related. All is contained in [FJR11].
Definition 2.7. Let pM, γq be a sutured manifold. Given a properly embed-
ded, compact connected oriented surface S ĂM , let,
xspSq “ maxt0,
1
2
|S X spγq| ´ χpSqu,
and extend this definition to disconnected surfaces by taking the sum over the
components.
Now for α P H2pM, BMq, take,
xspαq “ mintxspSq : rS, BSs “ αu.
where the minimum is taken over all properly embedded surfaces S ĂM .
Example 2.8. Let K Ă S3 be a knot and let pM, γq “ pS3znpKq, γq where
npKq is a neighborhood of the knot K and γ consists of two meridianal su-
tures. If α P H2pM, BMq is a generator, then x
spαq “ 2gpKq. Note that
this differs from the usual Thurston norm x of M , which satisfies xpαq “
2gpKq ´ 1 for a nontrivial knot.
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Definition 2.9. Let SpM, γq be the support of SFHpM, γq. If α P H2pM, BM ;Rq,
we define,
zpαq “ maxtxs ´ t, αy : s, t P SpM, γqu.
The following key proposition helps us to bypass the computations of the
SFH of the complements of our annuli.
Proposition 2.10. [FJR11, Proposition 7.7] Let pM, γq be an irreducible
balanced sutured manifold such that all boundary components of M are tori.
Then z “ xs.
We do not aim to give a precise proof of the proposition here; however,
the proof uses a key fact which is helpful during the course of computations
we will do. The detailed proof is contained in [FJR11, Proposition 7.7].
Sketch of the proof. It turns out that we can assume each of the components
of BM consists of two sutures. For pM, γq, there is a link, L, in a 3-manifold
Y , where Y is obtained by Dehn filling BM such that the µi’s are meridians
of the tori. For each s P SpincpM, γq we obtain a relative first Chern class
c1psq P H
2pM, BMq such that the set tc1psq : s P SpM, γqu is symmetric about
the origin. Then, due to [Juh08, Remark 8.5], for every h P H2pM, BMq,
maxtxc1psq, hy : s P SpM, γqu “ xphq `
lÿ
i“1
| xh, µiy | . (1)
Since the image of SpM, γq is symmetric and SpincpM, γq is an affine space
over H2pM, BMq, this is equivalent to saying
maxtxs ´ t, hy : s, t P SpM, γqu “ xphq `
lÿ
i“1
| xh, µiy | . (2)
Note that the left sides of (1) and (2) must be the same which completes the
proof.
2.4 SFH of the Murasugi sum of two manifolds
In [Juh06], Juha´sz found a formula that governs the behavior of SFH under
a plumbing of two annuli. We recall [Juh06, Remark 10.8] as a proposition
here.
Proposition 2.11. If a surface R is a Murasugi sum of two subsurfaces R1
and R2, then over any field F, we have,
SFH
`
S3pRq;F
˘
– SFH
`
S3pR1q;F
˘
b SFH
`
S3pR2q;F
˘
.
8
The above formula is an isomorphism of Spinc-graded groups. Note also that
a plumbing is a special case of a Murasugi sum(see also [Ni06]). As a matter
of fact, what we have in Figure 1 is a Murasugi sum of two annuli along a
4-gon, so this proposition enables us to compute the SFH of the complement
of each of those annuli and then simply take their tensor product.
3 Using SFHpY pRqq to distinguish Seifert sur-
faces
This section will be devoted to using the sutured Floer homology invariants
in order to distinguish inequivalent Seifert surfaces of knots in the form of
Figure 1. We keep using the same notation as in Section 1. First, we show
that, different plumbings of the knotted annuli have the same boundaries.
Then, we will prove, the over/under plumbings lead to two distinguished
Seifert surfaces for their common boundary.
3.1 R and R
1
bound the same knot.
The goal of this subsection is to prove that the knotted annuli in the form
of Figure 1, where the right handed trefoil and the left handed trefoil are
replaced by arbitrary knots, K1 and K2, both are bounded by the same knot,
P pK1, K2q. We would like to mention here that, it is possible to do isotopies
in Figure 1 to go from one presentation of P pK1, K2q to the other, however,
we take a different route. Let us recall the definition of a plumbing here(see
[Gab83b], [Gab86], [Kak05] and [Kob89] for more details). Given compact
oriented surfaces S1, S2 Ă S
3; if there are 3-balls V1, V2 Ă S
3 satisfying the
following properties:
V1 Y V2 “ S
3, V1 X V2 “ BV1 “ BV2 “ S
2, Si Ă Vi pi “ 1, 2q,
R “ S1 Y S2 and D “ S1 X S2 is a 4-gon,
then R is called a plumbing of S1 and S2. In our examples S1, S2 and
their plumbing are shown in Figure 2. Put P pK1, K2q “ BR. Note that
R
1
“ pR ´ Dq Y D
1
is an oriented surface with BR
1
“ P pK1, K2q where
D
1
“ S2 ´ intpDq. We will say that R
1
is a dual of R. Notice that R
1
is also
a plumbing of S1 and S2 where S
1
i “ pSi ´Dq YD
1
pi “ 1, 2q.
9
K1
K2
K1
K2
Figure 2: The first two pictures are showing two knotted annuli. The third
picture shows they are plumbed along a red 4-gon where the 4-gon is on the
sphere, one annulus is inside the sphere and the other annulus is outside of
it. The light blue plane is part of the sphere.
K1
K2
K1
K2
Figure 3: The plumbing region, D
1
, is represented by the whole sphere where
the 4-gon, D is removed from it. To have D
1
in between the two annuli, the
top annulus will get moved down and the bottom annulus will go to the top.
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We still need to argue that the two different plumbings we talked about
above are the same as the plumbings in Figure 1. Notice that if we pull
down the K2-knotted annulus in the left picture of Figure 1, we obtain the
representation of a plumbing in the sense of Figure 2. Then, with the above
notation, if we change the plumbing region, D to D
1
, we will have a hole in
the sphere as in Figure 3. Now, in order to have the red plumbing region
in Figure 3, between the knotted annuli, we need to push the K1-knotted
annulus down, and the K2-knotted annulus will get moved up. But, the
latter is the same as the right side of Figure 1.
Remark 3.1. The above argument essentially shows that if we push the
Seifert surfaces R and R
1
inside the four-ball and keep the knot, P pK1, K2q,
in S3, they are isotopic. Pushing the plumbing disk, D, of the surface R
inside the four-ball, enables us to go from the right picture in Figure 2 to the
right picture in Figure 3 and simultaneously avoid all intersections that could
possibly occur. Therefore, we obtain an isotopy between R and R
1
inside the
four-ball.
3.2 Classical Methods
In this subsection we observe that classical methods fail in distinguishing
the two Seifert surfaces, at least for a subfamily of our examples. Let us
start by looking at the Seifert forms. Pick that subset of our examples
where the non-zero twisting parameter is 1. Easy computation based on
the basis elements represented in Figure 1, shows that the Seifert forms are
given by VR “
ˆ
1 1
0 0
˙
and VR1 “
ˆ
1 0
´1 0
˙
for R and R
1
, respectively.
One can check that if W “
ˆ
1 ´1
0 1
˙
, then we have VR1 = W
TVRW.
Since, W P SL2pZq, VR and VR1 are congruent. Thus, Seifert forms are
incapable in distinguishing these particular surfaces. Another effective way
to distinguish between surfaces is by looking at the homeomorphism type
of their complements. Starting from the left picture in Figure 1, we take a
regular neighborhood of the surface, R, inside S3, we obtain a handlebody
with one zero handle and two one handles. The left picture in Figure 4
illustrates a schematic diagram for our discussion when we retract the handles
to one zero cell and two one cells. Notice that we can do handle slides inside
S3 in the sense that in the schematic diagram, first, we obtain the middle
picture in Figure 4 and then, the right picture, that is a planar diagram
for the surface, R
1
. Hence, S3zR and S3zR
1
are homeomorphic. Thus any
algebro-topological invariant derived from the homeomorphism type(e.g. π1)
11
K
1
K
2
K1 K
2
K
1
K
2
Figure 4: We encode the surfaces in this picture with planar diagrams where
the circles and the bands are representing the zero cells and the one cells,
respectively.
will fail to distinguish the surfaces R and R
1
.
3.3 Structure of SFHpS3pRqq
As we discussed in section 1, we plumb two knotted annuli. Figure 1 shows an
example when the knots, K1 and K2, are the left handed and right handed
trefoils, respectively. The point is that the complement of each of these
annuli in S3 deformation retracts to the knot complement, regardless of
what the framings of those knots are. Thus, we have H1pMiq – Z where
Mi “ S
3pApKiqq and ApKiq’s are the annuli as in Figure 5(i “ 1, 2). Notice
also that we are in a position to use Proposition 2.10. Therefore we have
xspApKiqq “ zpApKiqq. We recall that
xspApKiqq “ maxt0,
1
2
|ApKiq X spγq| ´ χpApKiqqu
and that xspApKiqq “ 2g´1, similar to the computation we did in Example
2.8; since g ě 1, the breadth is at least 1. Thus we have the following
polytopes,
G1 G2 ... Gn
c1 c1 c1
H1 H2 ... Hm
c2 c2 c2
for S3pApK1qq and S
3pApK2qq, respectively, where G1, Gn, H1 and Hm are
all non-zero and also we have that m,n ě 2. We now plumb the annuli, so,
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G1 bH1 G2 bH1 ... Gn bH1
c1 c1 c1
G1 bH2
...
G1 bHm
c2
c2
c2
G2 bH2 ... Gn bH2
c1 c1 c1
...
G2 bHm
c2
c2
c2
...
Gn bHm
c2
c2
c2
...c1 c1 c1
due to Proposition 2.11 we get a tensor product formula. Thus, one ob-
tains the polytope shown above for the manifold S3pRq where c1 and c2 are
the standard basis elements for H1pS
3pRq;Zq, specified in Figure 1. In ad-
dition, for S3pR
1
q, we follow the exact same process that obviously results
in the same polytope, except c1 and c2 are replaced by d1 and d2. In sum-
mary, we find that the polytopes of SFHpS3pRq, γq and SFHpS3pR
1
q, γ
1
q are
rectangular and at least four of the vertices in each rectangle have non-zero
groups sitting on them.
3.4 Calculation
In this subsection we present a way to calculate the groups G1bH1, G1bHm,
Gn bH1 and Gn bHm sitting on four of the vertices of the above polytope.
We explain the computations needed to obtain G1 and Gn. Then, H1 and
Hm could be calculated in a quite similar way. Throughout, we fix the knot
K1 and for the sake of simplicity of notation, we set K “ K1.
A priori we deal with the complement of a knotted annulus, with two
oriented sutures on the two edges of it(see Figure 5). Let us denote this
manifold by M . Then, M is homeomorphic to the knot complement. As
a sutured manifold, however, it is different; the sutures are not meridianal.
They are rather like oriented longitudes.
Remark 3.2. SFHpM, γq is isomorphic to an invariant of knots called
”Longitude Floer Homology” of either the zero or l framed knot. As in the
construction of knot Floer homology([OS04, Ras03]) we first find a Heegaard
diagram for the knot complement in S3. While in there we add the meridian
of the knot to the set of β curves to obtain a Heegaard diagram for S3; in
the longitude Floer homology case, we add a longitude that results in a Hee-
13
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Figure 5: Knotted annuli with oriented sutures, ApK1q and ApK2q
gaard diagram for S3
0
pKq. This subject has been first studied by Eftekhary in
[Eft05] for framing zero and later, has been developed by Hedden for arbitrary
surgery coefficients in [Hed07].
Let SpKq be a Seifert surface for the knot K. The key to obtaining G1
and Gn is to decompose pM, γq along SpKq. The following proposition can
be enlightening.
Proposition 3.3. For a given knot K and its meridian µ, we have,
{HFKpS3NpKq, µ, gpKqq –
# {HFKpS3, K, gpKqq ifN ‰ 0{HFKpS3, K, gpKqq ‘{HFKpS3, K, gpKqq ifN “ 0
Proof. Let pM, γq be the knot complement with two oriented longitudes as
the sutures(see Figure 5). We decompose pM, γq along SpKq, a Seifert surface
of K, to obtain pM
1
, γ
1
q,
pM, γq
SpKq
///o/o/o/o/o/o/o pM
1
, γ
1
q .
Notice that,
pM
1
, γ
1
q –
"
S3pSpKqq ifN ‰ 0
S3pSpKqq \ S3 ifN “ 0
Now by taking SFH of both sides and also from the fact that SFHpS3pSpKqq –{HFKpS3, K, gpKqq, the result follows. The last isomorphism is [Juh08, The-
orem 1.5].
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Proposition 3.3, in fact, gives us a formula for Gn. Note that SpKq is
a nice decomposing surface(see [Juh08] for the definition of a nice decom-
posing surface) and pM
1
, γ
1
q is taut. Therefore, based on Proposition 2.6,
SFHpM
1
, γ
1
q is a face of the polytope of SFHpM, γq, that is, SFHpM
1
, γ
1
q –
Gn. In order to obtain G1, we just need to decompose pM, γq along the same
surface, SpKq, with the opposite orientation. One can also obtainH1 andHm
in a similar manner by replacing SpKq “ SpK1q by SpK2q. Thus, we have
computed G1bH1, G1bHm, GnbH1 and GnbHm in the polytope 3.4. In
particular, these four groups are all non-zero since, {HFKpS3, Ki, gpKiqq ﬂ 0,
i “ 1, 2, provided that Ki is nontrivial.
Proposition 3.3 can be interpreted in the language of longitude Floer ho-
mology as well. As we mentioned in Remark 3.2, the sutured Floer homology
of the Seifert surface complementary manifold corresponding to the knot K,
is isomorphic to zHFLpKq. Therefore, when the framing is zero, we obtain
the following corollary for zHFL.
Corollary 3.4. For a given knot K in S3,
zHFLpK, stopq –{HFKpS3, K, gpKqq ‘{HFKpS3, K, gpKqq
where stop is the highest grading in the support of zHFL,i.e., zHFLpK, iq – 0
for i ą stop.
3.5 Proof of the main theorem
In this subsection we prove the main theorem of the paper. Having known
the results of the subsections 3.3 and 3.4 , it remains to distinguish R and
R
1
. We mention here a natural notion of equivalence for sutured manifolds,
where pM, γq and pM
1
, γ
1
q are equivalent if SFHpM, γq and SFHpM
1
, γ
1
q are
isomorphic. We still need to clarify the notion of isomorphism between the
sutured Floer homology of two sutured manifolds. The following is [HJS08,
Definition 4.1].
Definition 3.5. Two relatively Spinc-graded groups
SFHpM, γq “
à
sPSpincpM,γq
SFHpM, γ, sq , SFHpM
1
, γ
1
q “
à
sPSpincpM 1 ,γ1q
SFHpM
1
, γ
1
, sq
are isomorphic if
1. There is an isomorphism, f˚ : H2pM
1
, BM
1
;Zq Ñ H2pM, BM ;Zq.
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2. There is a bijection of sets u : SpincpM
1
, γ
1
q Ñ SpincpM, γq.
3. The following diagram commutes
SpincpM
1
, γ
1
q bH2pM
1
, BM
1
;Zq
pu,f˚q
//

SpincpM, γq bH2pM, BM ;Zq

SpincpM
1
, γ
1
q u
// SpincpM, γq
where the vertical arrows are followed by the action of H2pM
1
, γ
1
q on
SpincpM
1
, γ
1
q and H2pM, γq on SpincpM, γq.
4. There are isomorphisms gs : SFHpM
1
, γ
1
, sq Ñ SFHpM, γ, upsqq for
every s P SpincpM
1
, γ
1
q
If SFHpM, γq – SFHpM
1
, γ
1
q in the sense of the above definition, f˚
and u are both obtained by pulling back along a function f : pM, γq Ñ
pM
1
, γ
1
q; an equivalence between pM, γq and pM
1
, γ
1
q. In addition, if the
surfaces R and R
1
are weakly equivalent, then f comes from the restriction
of pS3, Rq Ñ pS3, R
1
q to S3pRq that gets mapped to S3pR
1
q. Also, f˚ :
H1pS
3zRq Ñ H1pS
3zR
1
q preserves the Seifert form, i.e, a.b “ f˚paq.f˚pbq for
every a, b P H1pS
3zRq.
Proof of the main theorem. We recall that the Seifert matrices for the two
surfaces R and R
1
are given by VR “
ˆ
l 1
0 0
˙
and VR1 “
ˆ
l 0
´1 0
˙
based on the basis elements ci’s and di’s, shown in Figure 1(i “ 1, 2). Set
M “ S3pRq and M
1
“ S3pR
1
q. Using the notation of Section 3, let us mark
one generator in each GibHj by xij and let us also denote the group gener-
ated by these elements, by xxijy. If the two Seifert surfaces were equivalent,
then based on Definition 3.5 we would have σ : SFHpM, γq Ñ SFHpM
1
, γ
1
q,
a bijection from the generators to generators, i.e., it maps every generator
of SFHpM, γq, say xij , to a generator σpxijq of SFHpM
1
, γ
1
q. We also ob-
tain a map f : pM, γq Ñ pM
1
, γ
1
q, where f is compatible with taking dif-
ference classes, i.e., ǫpa, bq.ǫpc, dq “ f˚ǫpa, bq.f˚ǫpc, dq for some isomorphism
f˚ : H1pS
3zRq Ñ H1pS
3zR
1
q where, a, b, c, d P H1pS
3zRq.
Suppose such a σ exists. As we mentioned earlier, in the Seifert forms VR
and VR1 , l is a non-zero integer. Let us assume that l ą 0. Then,
ǫpσpx11q, σpxnmqq
2 “ pf˚ǫpx11, xnmqq
2 “ pnc1 `mc2q
2 “ n2l ` nm
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Since σ sends generators to generators, for some α and β in Z, ǫpσpx11q, σpxnmqq “
αd1 ` βd2. The fact that f˚ preserves the Seifert form implies that,
pαd1 ` βd2q
2 “ n2l ` nm.
On the other hand,
pαd1 ` βd2q
2 “ α2l ´ αβ.
Notice that x11 and xnm have furthest distance in the polytope of S
3pRq.
This implies that, n2l`nm is the greatest positive number that can possibly
be generated from α2l ´ αβ, where |α| ď n and |β| ď m. Hence, we must
must have |α| “ n and |β| “ m. In addition, α and β have opposite signs.
Thus, ǫpσpx11q, σpxnmqq “ ˘pnd1 ´md2q. The following illustrates what we
just figured out,
xσpxijqy ... xσpxk1qy ... xσpx11qy
d1 d1 d1 d1
...
xσpxnmqy
d2
d2
... xσpxkmqy ... xσpxi1j1y
d1 d1 d1 d1
....
d2
d2
xx11y ... xxk1y ... xx1ny
c1 c1 c1 c1
...
xx1my
c2
c2
... xxkmy ... xxnmy
c1 c1 c1 c1
...
c2
c2
Observe that σpx11q and σpxnmq are located along the other diagonal com-
pared to x11 and xnm. Now, in the horizontal direction, take the closest
nonzero group Gk bH1 to xx11y such that k ą 0. Such a group exists since,
a priori Gn b H1 ‰ 0. Thus, we can assume that xk1 ‰ 0 for some k ą 0.
Based on our convention, xk1 P Gk b H1 and k ď n. Therefore, we have
ǫpx11, xk1q “ ˘kc1. Then,
ǫpσpx11q, σpxk1qq
2 “ pf˚ǫpx11, xk1qq
2 “ k2c2
1
“ k2l,
and for some α and β, ǫpσpx11q, σpxk1qq “ αd1 ` βd2 which in turn ensures
pαd1 ` βd2q
2 “ α2l ´ αβ “ k2l,
where k ą 0, and so α ‰ 0. Since SFH is symmetric and we obtained the
polytope from the tensor product formula and also from the way we chose
xk1, we conclude that α is at least k. The way that σpx11q is located in
the polytope, implies that α and β have different signs. Thus, αβ ď 0 and
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α2 ´ αβ ě α2, which implies β “ 0 and ǫpσpx11q, σpxk1qq “ ˘kd1. We get a
contradiction now. On the one hand,
ǫpσpx11q, σpxnmqq.ǫpσpx11q, σpxk1qq “ ˘pnd1 ´md2q.˘ kd1 “ ˘pnkl `mkq,
where l, m, n, k ą 0. On the other hand,
ǫpx11, xnmq.ǫpx11, xk1q “ ˘pnc1 `mc2q.˘ kc1 “ ˘nkl.
For the case l ă 0, instead of x11, xnm and xk1 we take xn1, x1m and xpn´kq1
for the smallest positive k, where xpn´kq1 ‰ 0. Then, a contradiction follows
similarly. These show that SFHpS3pRqq ﬂ SFHpS3pR
1
qq and so R ﬁ R
1
.
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